This is me!
Rationale:
It’s a new school year and the teachers are super excited to welcome their
new classes! We will need to create an exceptional learning environment in
order to make this your best year at Park Gate so far! Alongside exploring
our Park Gate Values, we will be discussing examples of famous people, who
have displayed our Park Gate Values in their own lives in order to inspire us.

Lead Subject: PDL
We will undertake lots of fun
activities to get to know you all
really well! This will focus on
what it means to be a ‘Park
Gater’; exploring how our Park
Gate Learning Values have
been key to the success of
both ourselves and others.

Lead Subject: English

Lead Subject: DT

We will begin by studying
several famous people who
have demonstrated our Park
Gate School Values in their
own lives.

We will be learning how to use
different stitches in order to
create a personalised cushion
to represent ourselves.

We will then research these
inspirational people in depth,
writing a paragraph about how
these people have managed to
display the Park Gate values
to achieve incredible things.

Applied Subject: MATHS
We will be exploring our number system and place value in our
maths lessons. We will read, write and order numbers up to
1,000,000, exploring how we can mentally add or subtract
multiples of 10, 100 and 1000 from any given number.

Applied Subject: Computing
We will be using search engines to research ‘Men
and Women who have changed the world.’ We will
also discuss the importance of using the internet
safely and discuss strategies for keeping ourselves
safe online.
Home Learning:
Poster – How I have shown our Park Gate Values…
Details to follow…

R.E:
Water as a symbol

P.E:
Lacrosse/Swimming

French:
Revision of Year 4
Learning

Year 5 Autumn 1
2 Weeks
School Value:
We will be reminding ourselves of all of our
Park Gate School values.

